Day 1: 15/09

9:00-9:30 Registration

9:30-10:00 Welcome

10:00 - 11:15 Keynote Speaker

Mary Daly

Scoping a Future Research Agenda on Family Life and the Changing World of Work

Chair: Anna Matysiak

11:45-13:00

Session 1: Uncertainty and Fertility

Chair: Giammarco Alderotti

- Daniel van Wijk, Francesco C. Billari
  Fertility postponement, economic uncertainty, and the increasing income prerequisites of parenthood

- Brian Buh
  Employment status, subjective perception of financial security and first birth timing

- Raffaele Guetto, Maria Morabito, Daniele Vignoli
  Uncertainty, media coverage of the economy and fertility

Break

14:00-15:40

Session 2: Labour Market and Fertility (I)

Chair: Ewa Jarosz

- Chen-hao Hsu, Henriette Engelhardt
  Contextualized effect of employment instability on union formation in Europe: the moderating role of labor market institutions.

- Vincent Ramos
  Revisiting nonstandard employment and fertility behavior

- Inga Lass
  Temporary employment and first birth: a path analysis of the underlying mechanisms using Australian and German panel data

- Beata Osiewalska, Anna Matysiak, Job autonomy and fertility

Break

16:00-17:15

Session 3: Home Based Work

Chair: Natalie Nitsche

- Henriette Engelhardt, Chen-hao Hsu
  On the relationship between home office and well-being in Germany before the COVID-19 pandemic: causal or selection effects?

- Stefanie Wolter
  Working from home - a curse or blessing for the gender wage gap

- Ariane Pailhe, Emilie Cournil, Malo Mofakhani, Elena Rebol
  Telework and well-being: are the effects gendered?

17:15-18:30 Poster Session

18:30-20:30 Reception
9:00-9:30 WELCOME

9:30-10:45 KEYNOTE SPEAKER
DANIEL OESCH
THE MYTH OF THE MIDDLE CLASS SQUEEZE: EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME BY CLASS IN SIX WESTERN COUNTRIES, 1980-2020
CHAIR: DANIELE VIGNOLI

11:15-13:00
SESSION 4: LABOUR MARKET AND FERTILITY (II)
CHAIR: HONORATA BOGUSZ

- ELENA BASTIANELLI, RAFFAELE GUETTO, DANIELE VIGNOLI
THE CAUSAL IMPACT OF LABOR MARKET DEREGULATION REFORMS ON FERTILITY IN EUROPE

- STEFANIE SCHERER
FAMILY CRISIS? PARTNERS' EMPLOYMENT INSECURITIES AND CHILDBIRTH OVER THE LAST 20 YEARS IN ITALY

- LINUS ANDERSSON, ANNA MATYSIAK, WOJCIECH HARDY
ROBOTIZATION AND FERTILITY IN SWEDEN: PARTNER AND OCCUPATIONAL EFFECTS

- ALESSANDRO DI NALLO, OLIVER LIPPS
HOW MUCH HIS OR HER JOB LOSS INFLUENCES FERTILITY. A COUPLE APPROACH.

14:00-15:15
SESSION 5: GENDER AND EMPLOYMENT
CHAIR: AGNIESZKA KASPERSKA

- DAGMARA NIKULIN, JOANNA WOLSZCZAK-DERLACZ
GVC INVOLVEMENT AND THE GENDER WAGE GAP: MICRO-EVIDENCE ON EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

- LUCAS VAN DER VELDE, MAGDALENA SMYK, JOANNA TYROWICZ
PAYING FOR IDEAL DISCRETION: A FRAMED FIELD EXPERIMENT ON WORKING TIME ARRANGEMENTS

- ELISA BRINI, STEFANI SCHERER, AGNESE VITALI
BEYOND GENDER. INEQUALITIES AND FAMILY RESILIENCE DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN ITALY

CLOSING
FORMING ONE’S OWN FAMILY IN TIMES OF LABOUR MARKET UNCERTAINTY AND DEPENDENCY FROM THE PARENTS: A COMPARISON BETWEEN FRENCH AND ITALIAN YOUNG ADULTS

GIAMMARCO ALDEROTTI
RAFFAELE GUETTO  PAOLO BARBIERI  STEFANI SCHERER DANIELE VIGNOLI
UNSTABLE EMPLOYMENT CAREERS AND COMPLETED FERTILITY BEFORE AND AFTER LABOUR MARKET DEREGULATION IN ITALY

HELENA ANACKA  EWA LECHMAN
THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES DEPLOYMENT ON ECONOMIC GROWTH. EVIDENCE FROM 40 LOW-INCOME AND LOWER-MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES.

ILYAR HEYDARI BARARDEHI  ANNA KUROWSKA
PARTNERS’ SYNCHRONIZED WORKING ARRANGEMENT DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: A RECURRENT EVENT ANALYSIS.

GIANPIERO DALLA ZUANNA  ALESSANDRA MINELLO  CARLO PAOLIN
WORK, COUPLES, AND FERTILITY IN ITALY: BACK TO MALTHUS?

ELISA BRINI  ANNA ZAMBERLAN  PAOLO BARBIERI
CULTURE PORTABILITY FROM ORIGIN TO DESTINATION COUNTRY. THE GENDER DIVISION OF DOMESTIC

JENNY RINALLO
FORMING ONE’S OWN FAMILY IN TIMES OF LABOUR MARKET UNCERTAINTY AND DEPENDENCY FROM THE PARENTS: A COMPARISON BETWEEN FRENCH AND ITALIAN YOUNG ADULTS

NADIA STURM  JAN VAN BAVEL
FERTILITY AND EDUCATION: ARE LOWER EDUCATED INDIVIDUALS INCREASINGLY LIKELY TO REMAIN CHILDLESS?

IVETT SZALMA
HOW DID THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC CHANGE FERTILITY PLANS IN HUNGARY?

OLGA ZAJKOWSKA  KATARZYNA SACZUK
WHAT DO WE MEASURE WHEN WE MEASURE? MATERNITY LEAVE EXPANSION AND SURVEY CHANGES.